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INTRODUCTION

Cholesterol (Chol) is an essential component of mamma-

lian cell membranes and is critical for membrane organiza-

tion, dynamics, and function.1–5 Distributed nonuniformly

between cellular organelles,3 compartments of mem-

branes,4,6–10 and even between leaflets of the lipid

bilayer,11 cholesterol not only influences biophysical proper-

ties of a fluid lipid matrix, but also is implicated in the sta-

bilization and functioning of membrane proteins. Among

these is the largest family of integral membrane proteins, G-

protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs)12,13 that play crucial

roles in modulating cellular response to a variety of physical

or chemical stimuli. As a result, they are also of outstanding

pharmaceutical interest. Sharing the seven-transmembrane

(7-TM) segment design first observed for the light receptor,

rhodopsin14–17 and more recently for b2-adrenergic (b2-

AR)18–20 and b1-adrenergic21 receptors, GPCRs exist in a

dynamic equilibrium between various inactive and active in-

termediate states, and become ligand-activated by switching

between these states.22–28 Once in the active form, GPCRs

interact with their G protein partners, triggering events that

ultimately lead to a signaling cascade.23

Cholesterol has long been suspected to regulate GPCR ac-

tivity, and the recent suggestion of special cholesterol-

enriched membrane compartments that selectively partition

certain membrane proteins while excluding others, has
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ABSTRACT

An unresolved question about GPCR function is the role

of membrane components in receptor stability and activa-

tion. In particular, cholesterol is known to affect the

function of membrane proteins, but the details of its

effect on GPCRs are still elusive. Here, we describe how

cholesterol modulates the behavior of the TM1-TM2-

TM7-helix 8(H8) functional network that comprises the

highly conserved NPxxY(x)5,6F motif, through specific

interactions with the receptor. The inferences are based

on the analysis of microsecond length molecular dynam-

ics (MD) simulations of rhodopsin in an explicit mem-

brane environment. Three regions on the rhodopsin ex-

hibit the highest cholesterol density throughout the tra-

jectory: the extracellular end of TM7, a location

resembling the high-density sterol area from the electron

microscopy data; the intracellular parts of TM1, TM2,

and TM4, a region suggested as the cholesterol binding

site in the recent X-ray crystallography data on b2-adre-
nergic GPCR; and the intracellular ends of TM2-TM3, a

location that was categorized as the high cholesterol den-

sity area in multiple independent 100 ns MD simulations

of the same system. We found that cholesterol primarily

affects specific local perturbations of the helical TM

domains such as the kinks in TM1, TM2, and TM7. These

local distortions, in turn, relate to rigid-body motions of

the TMs in the TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle. The specificity

of the effects stems from the nonuniform distribution of

cholesterol around the protein. Through correlation anal-

ysis we connect local effects of cholesterol on structural

perturbations with a regulatory role of cholesterol in the

structural rearrangements involved in GPCR function.
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unambiguously established Chol as a major effector in

stabilization and functioning of GPCRs. The consequen-

ces of Chol-receptor interactions have been explored

extensively for rhodopsin.29–33 An increased amount of

Chol in the retinal rod cells has been shown to stabilize

the inactive state of rhodopsin in those cells, resulting in

reduced signaling efficiency. In a similar fashion, deple-

tion of cholesterol from the membranes of neonatal car-

diac myocytes altered the signaling behavior of rhodop-

sin-like b2-AR receptor34,35: in Chol-depleted cells b2-

AR coupled more strongly to a partnering G protein,

compared to untreated cells. Further, cholesterol has been

implicated in regulating signaling of the receptors for ox-

ytocin, serotonin1A, and galanin.12,13,36–38

The structural changes associated with GPCR activa-

tion have been characterized as functional microdomains

(FMs) that are conserved across the GPCR family (see

for example, Refs. 22, 28 and 39). These FMs work as

modular units that respond to changes triggered in the

receptor conformation activation signals and operate as

activation switches throughout the structure.40,41 The

local conformational rearrangements associated with

GPCR activation involve various structural perturbations

in the transmembrane helices (TMs) such as bending

and twisting motions enabled by specialized features such

as proline kinks or glycine pairs.42 Interestingly, these

elements of the intramolecular signaling path can be

modulated even in the absence of a ligand, for instance

by point mutations resulting in constitutively active mu-

tant constructs.43–45 Cholesterol can affect these func-

tionally important modes of motion in GPCRs, either

through direct interactions with proteins13,46 or indi-

rectly, through its ability to alter the biophysical proper-

ties of the lipid bilayer,4 but the details remain elusive.

The interest in the significance of specific Chol-mem-

brane protein interactions has been rekindled recently by

several structural studies showing cholesterol interacting

with GPCRs. Using electron microscopy to explore di-

meric arrangements of rhodopsin and its photointer-

mediate product metarhodopsin I (meta-I), Schertler and

coworkers47,48 identified a cloud from a single choles-

terol molecule positioned between antiparallel dimers of

rhodopsin; the Chol is situated between the extracellular

(EC) part of TM6-TM7 of one rhodopsin molecule and

the intracellular (IC) part of TM4 of a neighboring

GPCR molecule. More recently, the X-ray crystallographic

structure of the b2-AR receptor obtained by Kobilkas’

group18 associates three cholesterol molecules with the

b2-AR receptor monomer. One Chol is positioned near

the crystallographic dimeric interface at TM1-helix 8

(H8), and the other two are situated on the intracellular

(IC) side of the TM bundle near TM1, TM2, TM3, and

TM4 (TM1-TM4 region). The latter cloud of cholesterol

has been observed in the latest different crystal structure

of b2-AR as well.49 Because the cholesterol molecules in

the TM1-TM4 region appear not to be involved in the

crystal packing, it has been argued that this region on

the receptor is a specific cholesterol-binding site of the

b2-AR GPCR.49

These experimental observations offered strong evi-

dence about GPCR-Chol interactions, but it is still

unclear what role they play in stabilizing the receptor

and regulating its function. Molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations have proven to be an invaluable way to clar-

ify such issues and the results have significantly improved

our understanding about dynamics in GPCR-membrane

systems,50–57 and how different membrane components

may influence the stability of the GPCR.50–58 In partic-

ular, the packing of physiologically important polyunsa-

turated docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) lipid chains and

cholesterol has been explored in a series of independent

100-ns MD simulations of rhodopsin in 2:2:1 1-stearoyl-

2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phosphocholine (SDPC)

lipid/1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phos-

phoethanolamine (SDPE) lipid/cholesterol membrane.55

Unlike Chol, the DHA fatty acids are known to stabilize

the active state of the rhodopsin and enhance the kinetics

of the photocycle.31,32 These modeling studies revealed

that overall packing of cholesterol against the rhodopsin

was somewhat weaker compared to the tighter arrange-

ment of DHA chains around the protein. Thus, the results

suggested that DHA and not cholesterol was involved in

the strongest direct interactions with the protein. Still,

several groups of residues that preferentially interact with

tightly packed cholesterol molecules were identified, most

notably the amino acid sequence 3.20-3.27 at the extracel-

lular (EC) side of TM3.

These MD simulations improved our knowledge about

mechanisms of the GPCR-lipid interactions, but their rel-

atively short time-scales cannot be expected to reveal the

consequences of the observed packing of different mem-

brane components on the local structural perturbations

of the helices, and on the dynamics of FMs. In general,

short time-scale limitations inherent to the common sim-

ulations of the atomistic models (�100 ns) have not

allowed the exploration of detailed modulatory effects of

specific lipid-receptor interactions that require long

equilibration times. Because the local motions associated

with these FMs are critical to the intramolecular signaling

cascade, for receptor stability, and for partitioning among

various conformational states related to function, it is

essential to identify their relation to the membrane envi-

ronment. Such molecular-level details require long-time

dynamics simulations of the receptor-membrane system.

To this end, we have evaluated the dynamic and struc-

tural characteristics of cholesterol-protein interactions

from the trajectory of a fully atomistic 1.6 ls MD simu-

lations of rhodopsin embedded in 2:2:1 SDPC/SDPE/

Cholesterol membrane. We describe the findings indicat-

ing that cholesterol, through specific interactions with

the receptor, modulates the behavior of a critical FM—

the IC side of TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 network. This region
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includes the highly conserved NPxxY(x)5,6F sequence

connecting the TM7 with the juxtamembrane helix, H8.

The FM has been extensively studied by means of muta-

genesis,59–62 computational simulation,63 crystallogra-

phy,14–17 metal ion site engineering,64 and other bio-

physical techniques.65–67 The results have revealed the

crucial role of the interactions in the NPxxY(x)5,6F motif

for the activation process.63 Further, significant rigid-

body motions on the IC end of TM1-TM2-TM7-H8

bundle upon rhodopsin activation have been

observed65–67—including movement of the IC portion

of TM7 away from TM1 by 2–4 Å,65 and outward dis-

placement of TM2 by 3 Å relative to H8.66 The local

dynamic changes in this region are so distinctive that

they have been proposed as specific markers of the state

of activation of GPCR structures.63

Results from the simulations presented in this work

indicate that the dynamics of cholesterol around the rho-

dopsin relate to the activation elements in TM1-TM2-

TM7-H8 bundle of the receptor, namely, to the relative

angular motion between TM7 and H8, and to relative

movement of TM1 and TM7. Interestingly, Chol influen-

ces these rigid-body motions indirectly, through the heli-

cal kink parameters in TM1, TM2, and TM7. In particu-

lar, we find that the presence of cholesterol near Val1.58,

Tyr2.63, and Pro7.38 residues correlates with changes in

the kink angle values in the TM1, TM2, and TM7,

respectively. Local distortions in TM1 and TM2, in turn,

are linked to the shortening of the distances between

TM1 and TM7 and between TM7 and H8.

Based on these findings, we conclude that cholesterol

molecules at the extracellular end of the TM2-TM3 bun-

dle and at the intracellular side of the TM1-TM2-TM4

network stabilize TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 functional micro-

domain of rhodopsin through direct interactions with

the receptor.

METHODS

MD simulation details

The 1.6 ls MD simulations of a rhodopsin molecule

(PDB code 1U1968,69) embedded in a lipid bilayer of 49

SDPC lipid, 50 SDPE lipid, and 24 cholesterol (Chol)

molecules hydrated by 7400 TIP3 waters, 14 Na, and 16

Cl ions, involved a total of 43,222 atoms. Details of the

system setup and equilibration have been reported else-

where.55,56,58 In short, simulations were performed in

the dark state at 310 K temperature in the NVE ensemble

using the Program BlueMatter,70 with a rectilinear

56.5 3 79.2 3 95.5434 Å period box. The CHARMM27

force field was used for the protein,71 and refined

CHARMM parameters for saturated chain,72 polyunsatu-

rated chain,73 and cholesterol74 were utilized to describe

membrane components. Construction and equilibration

were performed under CHARMM version 27,75 as

detailed elsewhere.55,56 Long-range electrostatic interac-

tions were calculated using the particle-particle-particle-

mesh Ewald summation technique,76,77 with a 1283 grid

for the fast Fourier transform, a charge-interpolation

distance of 4 mesh points, and the Ewald a value set to

0.35 Å21. Real-space electrostatics and repulsion-dispersion

were smoothly truncated at 10 Å. All bonds containing

hydrogen were constrained to their equilibrium values using

the RATTLE algorithm,78 allowing us to run dynamics with

a 2 fs time-step using the velocity Verlet integrator.79

The root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) versus time

for the Ca atoms of the entire TM bundle of the protein

relative to its initial X-ray crystallographic structure, as

well as RMSDs for the individual helices are shown in

Figure 1. The system appears to reach steady state at

�600 ns, when RMSD of the TM bundle reaches a pla-

teau value of �0.2 nm. Similar pattern is observed for

the individual helices.

Figure 1
Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) versus time for the Ca atoms of

the transmembrane helical bundle (TM1-TM7) and for the Ca atoms of

individual TM helices.
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Rhodopsin residue numbering and
calculation of helical kink parameters

The GPCR residue numbering scheme follows the

generic numbering system defined by Ballesteros and

Weinstein.80 According to this scheme, the most con-

served residue in each TM is assigned a number 50, and

then a pair of numbers (A1.A2) are used to describe

amino acid residues in TMs. A1 refers to the TM number

and A2 denotes position of the amino acid relative to the

most conserved residue in the TM, with numbers

decreasing toward the N-terminus and increasing toward

the C-terminus.

To describe local distortions on TMs during the MD

simulation caused by proline or consecutive glycine resi-

dues,42 we calculated bend and face shift angles around

the following residues on TMs: Pro1.48, Gly2.56, Gly3.35,

Pro4.59, Pro5.50, Pro6.50, and two Pro7.38 and Pro7.50

residues on TM7. The bend angle, which measures the

extent of helical kink, is defined as the angle between

pre-kink and post-kink parts in a TM, and the face shift

angle describes the distortion that causes helix to twist in

such a way that amino acids previously facing a same

side of the helix are now shifted and positioned on dif-

ferent sides of the TM.81

To quantify the changes in the helix distortion param-

eters throughout the MD trajectory, we used the ProKink

package81 in the publicly available software Simulaid.82

Details about the geometric definitions and the computa-

tional protocol implemented in ProKink can be found in

Ref. 81. In short, rhodopsin snapshots at different time-

points were fitted onto the starting reference structure of

the protein, and the Ca atom of the Pro residue in the

relevant TM was positioned at the cartesian origin. To

calculate the bend angle of a helix, for each trajectory

frame the coordinate system was rotated around the axis

passing through the preproline helical segment until the

long axes of the post and preproline parts were in the

same plane. From this orientation, the bend or kink

angle was measured as the angle between the axes of the

two parts of the helix. To obtain the face shift angle, for

each snapshot the postproline segment which included

Pro Ca atom was rotated so that both pre and postpro-

line helical parts shared a long axis.81 The face shift

angle was then calculated as the angle between projec-

tions of two vectors onto the plane perpendicular to the

long axis: these vectors are the on connecting the Pro Ca

atom with the cartesian origin, and the average vector

connecting the Ca atoms of the (i-3) and (i-4) amino

acids with the origin.

Analysis of spatial distribution of cholesterol
around rhodopsin

The spatial distribution of cholesterol around rhodop-

sin in the MD simulations was calculated as the 3D spa-

tial distribution function (SDF) of Chol oxygen atoms

O1 around the protein (see Fig. 1). The SDF is defined

as74,83–86:

gsdf ðr; u;/Þ ¼ Nðr; u;/Þ
q 3 DV 3 Nframes

ð1Þ

where N(r,y,/) is the number of O1 atoms in the volume

element DV 5 r2 sinyDrDyD/, q is the number density

of O1, taken as the ratio of number of O1 atoms to the

volume of the simulation box, and Nframes denotes num-

ber of trajectory snapshots analyzed.

To calculate the SDF, the unit cell was divided into

small volume elements of Dr 5 1 Å, Dy 5 18, and D/
5 18 for each trajectory frame, and rhodopsin snapshots

at different time-points were aligned against the starting

reference structure of the protein. A histogram of O1

atoms was then collected over Nframes snapshots, and the

SDF was obtained from Eq. (1).

In principle, the SDF may depend on the choice of

atoms (or group of atoms) used to build the histogram.

To test the sensitivity of our results on atom selection,

we performed the SDF calculations using center-of-mass

of each cholesterol molecule rather than O1 atoms, and

obtained results similar to that when only O1 atoms were

used.

Correlation analysis

To quantify concerted motions in rhodopsin during

dynamics, we performed correlation analysis on the

time-evolution data of different variables, with special

emphasis on the helical kink parameters and the TM1-

TM2-TM7-H8 bundle. To this end, we followed the

time-sequence of m 5 10 selected variables that included

proline kink and face-shift angles in TM1, TM2, TM6,

and TM7, the distance between TM1 and TM7 both

from the intracelluar (d{TM1-TM7 IC}) and the extracel-

lular (d{TM1-TM7 EC}) sides, the angle between TM7

and H8 (a{TM7-H8}), and the distance between Cys7.63

and Leu2.39 residues (d{Cys7.63-Leu2.39}).

We first studied pair-wise correlations between all the

variables, constructing the matrix of coefficients of deter-

mination, R2 using Spearman’s rank correlation test (see

for instance Ref. 87). In this method, given Nframes pairs

of observations, (xi, yi), first the xi and yi values sepa-

rately are assigned a rank, and then the corresponding

difference, di between the xi and yi ranks is found for

each pair. The R2 is then defined as:

R2 ¼
XNframes

i¼1

d2

 !2

ð2Þ

Because it uses rankings, Spearman’s method elimi-

nates the sensitivity of the correlation test to the function

linking the pairs of values and thus is preferred over
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parametric tests when no a priori knowledge exists on

the functional relationship between xi and yi pairs.

After establishing pairwise correlations, we grouped var-

iables with similar R2 values into clusters, with the purpose

of identifying a (larger) set of dynamic quantities that

evolved during MD simulation in a similar fashion. To this

end, we used hierarchical cluster analysis87 on the m 3 m

matrix of R2 values. In this technique the ‘‘distance’’

between two samples in m-dimensional space is defined

based on the difference between their R2 values; samples

with the shortest distance (thus the most similar ones), are

grouped in the same limb of a tree. Groups of samples that

are distinctly different are placed in other limbs. Created

in such a manner, the resulting cluster dendrogram reveals

concerted motions in rhodopsin and describes allosteric

features of the protein during dynamics.

For all the statistics analyses we used open source soft-

ware R.87 The level of confidence for calculated R2 values

was assessed by measuring corresponding P-values.87 All

the correlations discussed in this work were found to be

within 95% confidence interval.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by describing the distribution of cholesterol

molecules around rhodopsin and identify three regions

on the protein where Chol maintains close contact dur-

ing microsecond dynamics. We then detail how choles-

terol at these locations modulates the helical kinks on

TM1, TM2, and TM7 that are involved in the rigid-body

movements associated with the activation pathway in the

TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle.

Long time-scale dynamics of cholesterol
around rhodopsin

Figure 2 illustrates the average spatial distribution of

cholesterol around rhodopsin during the 1.6 ls trajectory,
and the positions that exhibit highest density of cholester-

ols. The high-density regions of Chol O1 atoms (red

spheres) were identified by the locations of the 3D SDF

peaks and are shown in Figure 2 superimposed on the

rhodopsin structure at t 5 0 ns (rendered as cartoon).

Figure 2 reveals that during the microsecond time-scale

dynamics the distribution of cholesterol is not uniform

around the protein and that more Chol associates with

rhodopsin at the extracellular end. In particular, our

results identify three regions of the protein that are

extensively involved in interactions with Chol.

Cholesterol at the extracellular ends of TM2-TM3

A single cholesterol molecule populates the high den-

sity area at the EC sides of TM2 and TM3, in the prox-

imity of Tyr2.63 and near Phe3.30, Leu3.27, Thr3.23, and

Figure 2
Spatial distribution of cholesterol around rhodopsin: Two views (A, B) of the high-density regions of Chol O1 atoms indicated by red mesh,

revealed through the locations of the 3D SDF peaks and superimposed on the rhodopsin structure at t 5 0 ns. Panel A highlights densities around

TM1, TM2, TM3, and TM4; Panel B shows densities close to position Pro7.38 of TM7. For clarity, both panels also show the locations of

cholesterol molecules on two leaflets of a typical lipid membrane with respect to the bilayer mid-plane (shown in horizontal line); the position of

Chol O1 atoms used in the SDF calculations is indicated in red. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Phe3.20 of TM3 [Fig. 1(A)]. Interestingly, this region has

been identified as a high-sterol area in series of inde-

pendent 100-ns MD simulations of the same system.55

Figure 3 shows the time-evolution of the distance from

Tyr2.63 and Leu3.27 to the nearest cholesterol molecule

(panel A), and the time-sequence of the solvent-accessible

surface area (SASA)88 of Leu3.27 (panel B). The two

snapshots in Figure 3 depict cholesterol around the TM2-

TM3 bundle at the 327 ns (C) and 1266 ns (D) time-

points. The SASA calculations were done with naccess

2.1.1.89 To assess how different membrane components

affect solvent accessibility of Leu3.27, we calculated SASA

first considering only protein molecular surface [gray in

Fig. 3(B)]; then, we repeat calculations for the molecular

surfaces of the protein and all the lipids (green), the pro-

tein and all the cholesterols (red), and the total SASA

(blue), taking into consideration the molecular surfaces of

rhodopsin and all the lipid membrane components, that

is, SDPC, SDPE, and cholesterol [Fig. 3(B)].

Figure 3(A) reveals that after first 200 ns of simula-

tions, cholesterol enters the proximity of Tyr2.63 and

forms a complex [see Fig. 3(C)] that persists for more

than 400 ns, until cholesterol moves away from Tyr2.63

and engages in strong interactions with residues on TM3

(compare panels A and D). In particular, Chol interacts

with Phe3.20 and Thr3.23 through its polar hydroxyl

group, and at the same time with Leu3.27 and Phe3.30

through its ring and tail atoms. This contact with TM3

continues for the last �1 ls of the trajectory. Near the

970 ns time-point, the Chol is equidistant from Tyr2.63

and Leu3.27, and during the 1.4–1.45 ls interval, it

moves away somewhat from Leu3.27 and toward Tyr2.63.

To test if the cholesterol is engaged in hydrogen bond-

ing interactions with any of the residues in this area, we

performed additional quantitative analysis on Chol OH

group orientation around hydrogen donor and acceptor

moieties on Tyr2.63 and Thr3.23, the residues closest to

cholesterol hydroxyl during the simulation. The interac-

tion energies between Chol OH and Tyr2.63 and Thr3.23

were calculated (data not shown). We found that as Chol

enters the proximity of Tyr2.63 [200–600 ns interval, see

Fig. 3(A)], cholesterol O1 atom orients itself at �1608
angle with respect to Tyr2.63 hydroxyl group, and we cal-

culate the interaction energy between Chol OH and

Tyr2.63 to be �12 kJ/mol. Notably, the angle and energy

values track the distance plot [Fig. 3(A)] faithfully which

suggests the direct involvment of hydrogen bond in the

proximity of Chol to rhodopsin. We observe analogous

behavior of the same cholesterol molecule between 1.0

and 1.6 ls interval around Thr3.23 residue. Thus, we

conclude that the Chol O1 atom is involved in hydrogen

bonding interactions with Tyr2.63 residue during 200–

600 ns time-span and with Thr3.23 residue between 1.0

and 1.6 ls interval.
Remarkably, when Chol engages residues on TM3, it

also brings the bulky Tyr2.63 and Phe3.20 side-chains

into closer proximity to each other [see Fig. 3(D)].

Strong aromatic-aromatic interaction between Tyr2.63

and Phe3.20, along with cholesterol forming dynamic

Figure 3
Cholesterol at the extracellular (EC) ends of TM2 and TM3. Panel A

shows the time-evolution of the minimum distance from Tyr2.63 and

Leu3.27 to the nearest cholesterol molecule measured as the distances

between the nearest atom pair; Panel B shows the time-sequence of the

solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the Leu3.27 residue. The SASA

is calculated in several ways, that is, considering only protein molecular

surface (gray), the molecular surfaces of the protein and all the lipids

(green), the molecular surfaces of the protein and all the cholesterols

(red), and the total SASA (blue), obtained by taking into consideration

molecular surfaces of the rhodopsin and all the lipid membrane

components, that is, SDPC, SDPE, and cholesterol. Panels C and D

depict the positions of cholesterol (in green) near the TM2-TM3 bundle

at 327 and 1266 ns time-points, respectively. Key residues on the

protein are shown in space-fill. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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complexes with Tyr2.63, Phe3.30, Leu3.27, Thr3.23, and

Phe3.20, result in formation of a small pocket for a single

Chol molecule. This pocket remains populated by choles-

terol during the microsecond dynamics, as the bulky

side-chains of Tyr and Phe restrict cholesterol’s motion

to the area of the cavity.

This point is further illustrated in Figure 3(B), which

details the effects of different membrane components on

the solvent accessibility of Leu3.27, and reveals that the

total SASA of Leu3.27 (Rhod-Lip-Chol in panel B) is low

during the entire simulation. The plots illustrate that the

SASA of Leu3.27 calculated only for the molecular sur-

face of the protein (Rhod) is distinctly higher than the

total SASA, indicating that Leu3.27 is in contact with lip-

ids and cholesterol throughout the trajectory. During the

first �600 ns, Leu3.27 solvent accessibility is limited

mostly by lipids, as the SASA profile for rhodopsin and

lipid molecular surfaces (Rhod-Lip) is lower than the

SASA obtained for the protein and cholesterol molecular

surfaces (Rhod-Chol). But, in the second part of the sim-

ulation, as the Chol starts interacting with TM3 residues,

the cholesterol influence on the SASA becomes stronger

than that of lipids, as the Rhod-Chol curve on Fig-

ure 3(B) falls below Rhod-Lip graph at �600 ns time-

point. Thus, from 600 ns onwards cholesterol displaces

nearby SDPC and/or SDPE lipids from the vicinity of

Leu3.27. Furthermore, panel B reveals that the SASA pro-

files for Rhod-Lip-Chol and Rhod-Chol coincide with

each other during 1.1–1.4 ls time interval, and the sol-

vent accessibilities measured for Rho and Rhod-Lip are

identical within the same time-span. From these observa-

tions we infer that the cholesterol completely fills up the

pocket during the 1.1–1.4 ls time period.

Cholesterol around the intracellular ends of
TM1-TM2-TM4: comparison to the crystallographic
structure of the b2-adrenergic receptor

In the second high-density region identified from the

SDF analysis, a single Chol is situated near the IC ends

of TM1, TM2, and TM4 [Fig. 2(A)]. Interestingly, this

high-density area resembles the cholesterol concentration

detected in recent X-ray crystallographic structures on

b2-AR GPCR.18,49 These studies have identified two

Chol molecules at the cytoplasmic end, inside the groove

formed by TM1, TM2, TM3, and TM4 of b2-AR, and

suggested that the presence of Chol in this area stabilizes

the receptor primarily by enhancing helical packing at

the IC end of the TM1-TM2-TM3-TM4 bundle, and by

increasing the thermal stability of the protein.49

Figure 4 shows the time-evolution of the distance from

Val1.58, Tyr2.41, and Ile4.43 residues to the nearest Chol

molecule. These three residues correspond to the posi-

tions closest to the cholesterol molecules in the b2-adre-

nergic GPCR X-ray crystallographic structure,18 and the

dotted line indicates the corresponding crystallographic

distances. Panel D shows the change in the orientation of

the cholesterol with respect to TM1 during the first 400

ns of dynamics, expressed as the angle between choles-

terol ring plane and the vector describing the direction

of the cytoplasmic segment of TM1. Also shown in Fig-

ure 4 are two snapshots, at t 5 0 ns (E) and t 5 400 ns

(F), of cholesterol near the IC ends of TM1-TM2.

Panels A–C in Figure 4 show that during the first

microsecond of dynamics the distances from Val1.58,

Tyr2.41, and Ile4.43 to the nearest Chol are in a good

agreement with the crystallographic data for the b2-adre-

nergic GPCR. Later, cholesterol moves away from TM2

and TM4, but still maintains contact with TM1. Diver-

gence from TM2 and TM4 helices at the latter stages of

the trajectory can be explained by the finding that the

interaction of the Chol with Val1.58 is stronger than with

any other residue in this area. Hence, on average the cho-

lesterol spends more time around IC end of TM1.

Interestingly, in the initial �200–400 ns time interval

Chol tilts away from TM1 [see Fig. 4(D–F)] and pulls

Val1.58 with it. This motion results in tilting of the IC

segment of TM1 around the Pro1.48 kink, as seen from

Figure 4(F) and will be discussed further below, in rela-

tion to the proline kink distortions.

Note, that Ref. 18 reports on a third Chol molecule in

the vicinity of the IC end of TM7 and H8. On the

microsecond scales of the MD simulations, we did not

find any cholesterol molecule near TM7 and H8. Thus, it

is reasonable to suspect that this cholesterol is involved

in stabilizing the observed crystallographic dimeric

arrangement of b2-AR receptors.

Cholesterol interacting with Pro7.38

The third area of cholesterol high-density identified

from the SDF calculations is at the EC end of TM7, near

the Pro7.38 residue [Fig. 2(B)]. Notably, this region cor-

responds to the a sterol cloud detected in the electron

microscopy experiments that position Chol around EC

parts of TM6-TM7.47,48 Figure 5 shows the dynamics of

cholesterol inside this area in the simulations; panel A

plots the change with time of the relative position of

Pro7.38 and the nearest cholesterol molecule calculated

from differences in the locations along the membrane

normal of Chol O1 and Pro7.38 Ca atoms. Panel B shows

how the relative orientation of cholesterol changes with

respect to the EC fragment of TM7 during simulation,

computed from the angle between the cholesterol ring

plane and the vector directed along the EC segment of

TM7.

In the initial stages of the simulation, cholesterol is sit-

uated with its polar group close to Pro7.38 [Fig. 5(A)],

and appears to be tilted along the vertical. After �300

ns, Chol moves in the direction of the hydrophilic inter-

face, closer to the extracellular loop (ECL) 3 that con-

nects TM6 and TM7, but maintains contact with the
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Pro7.38 residue through its carbon tail atoms. In this

process, the cholesterol tilt changes so that its ring

becomes nearly parallel to the extracellular segment of

TM7 [Fig. 5(B)].

Relation to proline kink distortions
in the TM helices

Figure 6 shows the time-sequences of changes in the

bend angle and face shift parameters of the proline

kinks81 in TM1, TM2, and TM7, and also details the dy-

namics of the tilt angle with respect to the membrane

normal at the IC and the EC segments of TM1 (bottom

panel). For comparison, the bottom panel shows the val-

ues of the IC and the EC segment tilts in the TM1 from

the X-ray crystallographic structure of rhodopsin68,69

(horizontal lines at 378 and 188), as well as the overall

tilt in the TM1 helix from the crystallographic structure

of b2-AR GPCR18 (horizontal line at 328). Note that,

unlike rhodopsin, b2-AR does not contain Pro in TM1.

Thus, this helix in b2-AR is not distorted due to kinks.

Consequently, its orientation in Figure 6 is described by

a single value representing the tilt of the entire TM1 helix

with respect to the vertical.

Figure 6 reveals major interrelated changes in kink dis-

tortions in TM1 and TM2 helices occurring in the

�200–400 ns interval. Thus, in this time interval the

bend angle in TM1 increased by �208, whereas the bend

angle in TM2 diminished approximately to the same

extent, and the face shift angle at Gly2.56 increased by

�608. Interestingly, these structural perturbations in

TM1 and TM2 remain unchanged from 400 ns onwards.

Notably, comparison of the data from Figure 3 to the

time-evolution of the kink parameters in TM2 reveals

Figure 4
Cholesterol at the intracellular (IC) ends of TM1, TM2, and TM4. Minimum distances from Ile4.43 (A), Tyr2.41 (B), and Val1.58 (C) residues to

the nearest cholesterol (see definition in Fig. 3) are plotted as a function of time in the simulation. For comparison, the distances from the

corresponding residues of the b2-adrenergic receptor to nearest cholesterol in the X-ray crystallographic structure18 are indicated by a dotted line.

Panel D plots the change in the orientation of the cholesterol with respect to TM1 during the first 400 ns of simulations. Two snapshots, at t 5 0

ns (E) and t 5 400 ns (F), show cholesterol (in green) near the IC ends of TM1-TM2. The Val1.58 residue is depicted in space-fill, and Pro1.48 is

rendered in red. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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that the bend and face-shift angles around Gly2.56 start

to change when the cholesterol at the EC sides of TM2-

TM3 engages in interactions with Tyr2.63, around 200 ns

into the trajectory. During the next 1.4 ls the Chol not

only establishes strong contacts with Tyr2.63, Phe3.30,

Leu3.27, Thr3.23, and Phe3.20 residues, but also stabil-

izes the Tyr2.63-Phe3.20 complex, as described earlier.

Strong Tyr2.63-Phe3.20 and Tyr2.63-Chol interactions

result in motion of the EC segment of TM2 toward TM3

(data not shown). As a consequence, the TM2 helix kinks

and twists around the Gly2.56-Gly2.57 residue pair (Fig. 6).

These findings suggest that the helical distortions on TM2

are modulated by cholesterol interactions with the Tyr2.63,

Phe3.30, Leu3,27, Thr3.23, and Phe3.20 residues.

Comparison of the results from Figure 4 to the pertur-

bations in TM1 suggests that the dynamics of Chol

around the IC ends of TM1-TM2-TM4 relate to the

observed change in kink angle on TM1. Thus, the Chol

near the IC side of TM1 tilts and pulls the neighboring

Val1.58 residue away from the helical bundle during the

same time-interval in which the higher proline kink value

is established in TM1, that is, between 200 and 400 ns

[compare Figs. 4(D) and 6].

We note that around 600 ns time-point the system

fluctuates through a state in which the IC and the EC

ends of TM1 have similar tilts of �328 away from the

vertical axis (Fig. 6, bottom panel), a value that coincides

with the overall tilt of the TM1 helix in the b2-AR X-ray

structure (horizontal line). Remarkably, it is the same

time-interval, around 600 ns, when the relative choles-

terol positioning from Val1.58, Tyr2.41, and Ile4.43 in

the dynamic trajectory correlates the best with the corre-

sponding crystallographic distances in b2-AR, as

described in Figure 4, further supporting a relationship

between the position of cholesterol around the IC ends

of TM1-TM2-TM4 bundle and local distortions in the

TM1.

Interestingly, the magnitude and overall behavior of

the kink distortions in TM1 and TM2 are very similar.

The inter-helix interactions between TM1 and TM2 are

likely stabilized by the aromatic interactions present

throughout the simulation between the Phe1.49 and

Phe2.55 residues that are adjacent to Pro1.48 and

Gly2.56, respectively.

To relate cholesterol dynamics around Pro7.38 to local

helical distortions on TM7, we contrast the results from

Figure 5 to the time-sequences of kink and face-shift

angles in TM7 around Pro7.38. The comparison reveals

that the �208 decrease in the bend angle and the �808
reduction in the face-shift angle around Pro7.38 in TM7

occurred at about the same time as Chol stabilized its

position relative to Pro7.38, at �600 ns. Thus, the ini-

tially bent and twisted EC segment of TM7 around

Pro7.38 became elongated and untangled when choles-

terol moved away, suggesting that TM7 helical kink dis-

tortions near Pro7.38 are modulated by direct interac-

tions with cholesterol.

Figure 6 shows that the IC fragment of TM7 is rela-

tively stable against local perturbations around the

Pro7.50 residue that is part of the highly conserved

NPxxY(x)5,6F motif; the kink parameters around Pro7.50

remain relatively unchanged, although in the �200–400

ns time-interval TM7 actually experiences a change in

the kink of �58 around Pro7.50, that is related to inter-

actions between Asn7.49 and Tyr7.53 within the

NPxxY(x)5,6F sequence (the distance between these residues

shortens by 0.5 Å during the same period of time—data not

shown). Overall, the time plot indicates significant preser-

vation of the structural stability of this functionally impor-

tant microdomain during the simulations, and very few

distortions in this IC end of TM7.

Since cholesterol is generally considered to stabilize

GPCRs, and our results clearly implicate it in the modula-

tion of local distortions of selected TM segments such as the

proline kinks that were suggested to play important roles in

Figure 5
Cholesterol interacting with TM7 Pro7.38. The time-sequence in panel

(A) is for the z-directional distance between the cholesterol oxygen and

the Ca atom of Pro7.38. Panel (B) shows the angle between the

cholesterol ring and the axis of the extracellular segment of TM7 as a

function of trajectory time. Cholesterol is shown in space-fill, and

Pro7.38 in green. The TM6-TM7 bundle of rhodopsin is shown as

ribbons (A), or as cylinders (B). [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Figure 6
Helix kink parameters for TM1 (calculated around Pro1.48), TM2 (around Gly2.56), and TM7 (around Pro7.38 and Pro7.50), and dynamics in the

tilt angle of the IC and the EC segments of TM1 (bottom panel). For comparison, the bottom panel shows the values of the IC and the EC

segment tilts in the TM1 from the X-ray crystallographic structure of rhodopsin68,69 (horizontal lines at 378 and 188), as well as the overall tilt in

the TM1 helix from the crystallographic structure of b2-AR GPCRcherezov18 (horizontal line at 328).
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receptor function,42 it is intriguing to determine the rela-

tion between the observed perturbations associated with

cholesterol and the larger scale rigid-body motions in the

TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 network that are related to receptor

activation.62

Relation to the dynamics of the
TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle

The dynamics of the TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle are

illustrated in Figure 7 where the distance between the IC

ends of TM1 and TM7 is shown to decrease by 1 Å, and

the distance on the EC side the TM1-TM7 to be short-

ened by 3 Å. From Figure 7(C) we infer as well that the

angle between TM7 and H8 has decreased from near per-

pendicular to �778 in a motion that is related to relative

movements of Asn7.49 and Tyr7.53 residues within

NPxxY(x)5,6F motif: shortening of Asn7.49-Tyr7.53 dis-

tance by 0.5 Å along with strong Tyr7.53-Phe7.60 interac-

tions results in rigid-body motion of H8 toward TM7,

a rearrangement that was shown to relate to receptor

activation.62

Comparison of these results to Figure 6 suggests that

the large scale motions between TM1 and TM7 and

between TM7 and H8 may be correlated with the local

perturbations in TM1 and TM2: from Figure 7, d{TM1-

TM7 EC} and a{TM7-H8} change in the �200–400 ns

time interval, the same time interval when major varia-

tions occur in the kink parameters in TM1 and TM2, as

discussed in the previous section. The relation between

the helical deformations on TM2 and relative TM7-H8

motions is noteworthy, as the connection between TM7-

H8 bundle and TM2 has been suggested in the recent

modeling work on activation of rhodopsin.62 This study

has proposed that the magnitude of TM7-TM2 interac-

tions can be modulated by the mutations at 7.53 and

7.60 positions, which in turn contribute to the final phe-

notype of the receptor. Here we observe that the shorten-

ing of the TM7-H8 distance is related to straightening

and twisting of TM2. Importantly, these local perturba-

tions are due to direct cholesterol-rhodopsin interactions.

At the IC end of the TM1-TM7-H8 bundle we find

Val1.56 and Thr1.53 residues interacting strongly with

the Phe7.60 residue in the NPxxY(x)5,6F sequence (data

not shown), contributing to the overall stability of the

inactive-like conformation of the TM1-TM7-H8 func-

tional microdomain: Asn7.49-Tyr7.53 and Tyr7.53-

Phe7.60 modulate the dynamics of the TM7-H8 bundle,

and additional Phe7.60 interactions with Val1.56 and

Thr1.53 further stabilize the TM1-TM7-H8 network.

These contacts on the IC ends of TM1-TM7 may also

play a role in regulating distortions in TM1 by prevent-

ing an extreme kink due to the steric effect of the inter-

action with cholesterol on the cytoplasmic-end residues

of TM1.

Not too surprisingly, the dynamics within TM1-TM2-

TM7-H8 bundle relate to identified active-like elements

—the distance between Cys7.63 residue on H8 and

Leu2.39 residue on TM2 has increased by 1–1.5 Å, as

seen from Figure 7(B), suggesting that cytoplasmic end

of TM2 moved away from H8 somewhat.65 Such find-

ings are in line with the common understanding that

GPCRs are in dynamic equilibrium between various inac-

tive- and active-like states.62 Importantly, comparison of

Figure 6 with the dynamics between Cys7.63 and Leu2.39

residues suggests that the change in d{Cys7.63-Leu2.39}

may be linked to the helical frustrations on TM1 and

TM2 as well.

Figure 7
Dynamics in the TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle. A: Change in distances

between extracellular and intracellular ends of TM1 and TM7. B: The

time evolution of the distance between the Ca atoms of Cys7.63 and

Leu2.39. C: The time-sequence of the angle between TM7 and H8. For

comparison, on each panel we show same quantities measured in X-ray

crystallographic structure of rhodopsin.68,69 Note that the X-ray data is

taken from the initial structure of the simulation at t 5 0 time–point.
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To address quantitatively the possible relations between

the local distortions on TMs and the observed rigid-body

motions in TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle, we performed

correlation analysis on the time-evolution data of the

structural helical perturbations from Figure 6 and the

dynamic variables from Figure 7, and the results are

described below.

Correlation analysis of dynamics
structural perturbations

Figure 8 details pairwise correlations between the

selected dynamic variables in a matrix representation of

the coefficient of determination, R2 (see details in Meth-

ods). In this symmetric graph, the color code describes

the strength of the correlations (both positive and nega-

tive) between the pairs, ‘‘1’’ indicating perfect correlation

(either positive or negative), and ‘‘0’’ representing no cor-

relation between variables. The dynamic quantities in the

matrix include the structural perturbations discussed in

Figures 6 and 7 as well as the proline bend and face-shift

angles on TM6 around the highly conserved Pro6.50 resi-

due.

Figure 8 confirms the existence of correlations between

several pairs of variables. The bend and face-shift angles

around Pro7.38 exhibit the strongest correlation of all

parameter pairs shown in the plot. On the other hand,

the bend and face-shift angles around Gly2.56 as well as

the proline kink angle around Pro1.48 appear to be cor-

related with the largest number of other dynamic varia-

bles in this set. In particular, the plot suggests that the

local perturbations around Gly2.56 and Pro1.48 are

related to a{TM7-H8} and d{TM1-TM7}.

A cluster dendrogram of these pairwise correlation

data (see Methods) is presented in Figure 9 showing the

results of the clustering analysis on the R2 matrix. In this

tree, the variables with the most similar R2 are grouped

in the same limb of a tree, and the ones with distinctly

different R2 values are placed in other limbs. The vertical

scale of the dendrogram is in arbitrary units, such that

the two variables joined at 0.5 height are perfectly corre-

lated and therefore ideally similar, whereas a 0.5–1.0

length connection indicates pairs of increasingly dissimi-

lar variables. Thus, the similarity of any two quantities

on Figure 9 can be judged by tracing the line joining

them: if this line traverses a short distance in the vertical

direction, then the variables can be regarded as similar;

Figure 9
Cluster tree (dendrogram) constructed from the variables used in Figure
7. The vertical scale is such that 0.5 denotes perfect correlation and thus

complete similarity of two variables, and 1.0 represents complete

dissimilarity. The dendrogram contains a large cluster, highlighted in

red color, which includes variables describing local distortion in TM1,

TM2, and rigid-body movements of TM1, TM7, and H8. As expected

from the R2 analysis, the Pro7.38 kink parameters correlate very

strongly with each other and are the most similar variables, thus serving

here as a positive control. Proline kink parameters in TM6, not

correlated to any variables, represent a negative control. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 8
Coefficient of determination, R2, matrix calculated for selected variables

including proline kink parameters in TM1, TM2, TM6, and TM7, and

dynamic quantities from Figure 6: d{TM1-TM7 IC}, d{TM1-TM7 EC},

a{TM7-H8}, and d{Cys7.63-Leu2.39}. The color code represents the

strength of individual pair-wise correlations where ‘‘1’’ indicates perfect
correlation (either positive or negative), and ‘‘0’’ represents no

correlation between variables. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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if, on the other hand, the line connecting the pair is rela-

tively long, then the variables can be treated as dissimilar.

Following this rule, we observe that the bend and face-

shift angles around Pro7.38 are located on the bottom of

the tree, joined at around 0.57, which confirms the corre-

lation identified in Figure 8 and serves as a positive con-

trol of the tree construction. Similarly, the Pro6.50 Kink

and Pro1.48 Face Shift represent negative controls on the

dendrogram, since these dynamic quantities do not seem

to correlate with other variables in the R2 matrix (see

Fig. 8).

Remarkably, the cluster tree in Figure 9 contains a

limb (shown in red color), consisting of data describing

perturbations around Gly2.56 and Pro1.48 as well as the

rigid-body motions inside TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle.

Quantitative identification of this large connected set

establishes the existence of strong correlations between

the local distortions on TM1 and TM2 and relative

motions of TM7-H8 and TM1-TM7. With that the clus-

ter dendrogram vividly illustrates the allosteric features of

the TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 bundle, as large-scale helix dis-

placements inside the bundle are modulated by local

structural perturbations on TM1 and TM2. Because our

data revealed that specific perturbations are related to

direct contacts between cholesterol and the protein, our

results emphasize the role of specific Chol-rhodopsin

contacts in modulating the stability and interactions of

the TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 functional network, and the allo-

steric nature of these interactions that are known to

relate to receptor function as detailed earlier.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis of the microsecond length MD

simulations of rhodopsin in an explicit membrane envi-

ronment, we described a detailed mechanism by which

cholesterol, through direct and structurally specific con-

tacts with the rhodopsin, modulates the behavior of the

TM1-TM2-TM7-H8 functional network. This network is

known to be essential for GPCR activation (see Refs. 63,

65–67). Thus, we showed that cholesterol molecules at

the EC ends of TM2-TM3 bundle (near Tyr2.63, Phe3.30,

Leu3.27, Thr3.23, and Phe3.20 residues), at the IC sides

of TM1-TM2-TM4 (near Val1.58, Tyr2.41, and Ile4.43),

and near the EC end of TM7 (near Pro7.38) affect pri-

marily a set of specific local perturbations of the TM

domains, such as the kinks in TM1, TM2, and TM7,

respectively. Remarkably, the local distortions in TM1

and TM2, in turn, relate to shortening of the distance

between TM1 and TM7, and reduce the angle between

TM7 and H8—motions that have been shown to be

elements of the activation dynamics of GPCRs. Based on

these results, we propose that the specific interactions of

cholesterol with Tyr2.63, Phe3.30, Leu3.27, Thr3.23, and

Phe3.20 residues as well as with Val1.58 have important

physiological roles both in stabilizing GPCR structure,

and in modulating function-related allosteric behavior.
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